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Prototyping with the kinect in Hack & Slash Fighting Games

Week 14: Polishing from Softs
Overview:

This Monday, the team presented the A.I.M project 
to professors at an unofficial release day called 
‘Softs’. Softs is an ETC tradition for benchmarking 
when development work on projects should be 
done, and documentation/polishing should begin.

Additionally, Softs is a great way for faculty to offer 
feedback on a project in an informal setting, and 
help the students determine a path to wrap up the 
project over the course of the next two weeks.

Feedback from Softs:

Overall, the project was well recieved during softs 
presentations. The hit detection issues that existed 
during halves had been cleaned up, and the game 
itself was playable and fun in the sandbox-style 
environment.

Most of the feedback the team got from Softs 
centered around proper documentation of the 
technology and techniques that they had been 
developing throughout the semester. To follow up 
on this, the team had been populating the ETC’s 
own ‘Unity Wiki’ with new sections dedicated to 
animation blending (from the programmers) and 
envrionment-building techniques (from the artists) 
to help future teams using Unity.

From a visual standpoint, the critique the team 
recieved largely centered around the cloak on the 
player character’s robot. For this semester, the team 
will be tweaking the look/physics on the cloak to fix 
penetration and flow- but will be keeping in mind 
the possibility of entirely removing the cloak when 
the project moves into the next semester.

Coming Up Next Week:

In the past week, the engineers have been entirely 
in bug-fix and polish mode following our big 
feature/tuning push and successful demo last week, 
with visual enhancements to environmental damage 
and sync kills sequences. 
 Moving foreward, the team is preparing for some 
more scientific A/B user testing by adding the ability 
to completely or partially disable our blending tech, 
as well as convenience items such as invincibility 
and scenario triggers.

With these new tools, the team will be conducting 
one final playtest this coming week with two 
separate builds of the experience; one with 
blending, and one without.

(top) The team’s “Softs” setup. A monitor was moved into the main room of the project 
space.
(bottom) A screen capture of the Softs build.


